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play in the energy sector in the Eastern
Mediterranean proves problematic also due
to another reason: The timelines of the private sector and governments do not match.
The construction of pipelines for the export
of energy was elaborated to explain this
problem: While large-scale infrastructure
projects like the construction of pipelines
require long-term commitment to be realized, political commitments often last only
from one term to the next and are subject
to change due to changing strategies and
alliances. The proposed Israel-Turkey pipeline stands as the prime example for politics
getting in the way of economic development
of energy resources: While technically the
pipeline could be built without Cyprus’ approval, the exact effects of such a move are
hard to predict – it is however likely that it
would spark further contestation. It was
thus stressed that without a solution or at
least first steps towards a solution to the
Cyprus issue the pipeline project will not be
realized. To overcome these difficulties, political will and leadership from key actors
are necessary.

After assessing the current state of play and
discussing challenges and potentials of energy developments for regional cooperation
in the Eastern Mediterranean, the subsequent panels focused on some of the region’s main actors – Egypt, Cyprus, Israel,
Turkey and Lebanon – in order to look at
country-specific developments and strategies in the energy field and at how these
influence the prospects and opportunities
for regional cooperation.
The discovery of the massive Zohr gas field
off the shores of Egypt has changed the
country’s economic outlook and energy
strategy considerably. Currently affected by
the negative effects of its political transition
and instability, such as a decline in tourism,
FDIs and the devaluation of its currency,
the new discoveries have created hopes of
ending gas imports and starting to export
considerable amounts of gas by 2022, and
to eventually develop into a gas hub in the
Eastern Mediterranean. Expert opinions on
how likely such a development is, however,
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The Role of External Actors in the Energy

strategy and sense for timing other coun-
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tries seem to miss in the rapidly changing

After discussing the commercial and political
aspirations and strategies of countries of
the Eastern Mediterranean, the discussions
then turned towards the role of external actors, particularly the US, Russia and the EU.
Under the new administration, US policies
show a more unilateralist, interest-driven
tendency, and put increased emphasis on
national sovereignty. And while US foreign
policy, also under previous administrations,
has been primarily driven by security considerations, under President Trump soft issues that used to complement this approach, such as the support for human
rights, are now increasingly pushed aside by
a stronger focus on trade and finance. As
part of his “America First” strategy, President Trump has announced less involvement in other countries and regions. And
while the first signs of this approach can be
seen globally, the US is nevertheless expected to stay engaged in the Eastern Mediterranean since the region remains central
for EU security, which – despite what it
might look like – is still of great interest to
the US. Furthermore, the Eastern Mediterranean presents a strategic link to other regions that the US cannot afford to lose. The
weaker role of the US in the Eastern Mediterranean is for now not expected to actively hinder development of energy resources
in the region. It will however take away a
potential force for the speeding up of their
development.
In the context of decreased US engagement, Russia is seen to aim to establish itself as global power in what it sees as a ze-

energy market, have enabled Russia to secure a role for itself in the development of
Eastern Mediterranean energy resources. Its
geopolitical interests however do not necessarily motivate it to contribute to peace and
stability in the region.
The EU, in order to foster its energy security, has increasingly prioritized diversification
of its energy supplies to reduce the dependency on Russian gas, the promotion of renewable energies, and the enhancement of
energy efficiency and conservation. In this
situation, the EU is struggling to find the
right balance in the “Energy Trilemma”: decarbonization against diversification of energy sources against the aim of finding the
lowest price for energy imports. Currently,
as previously remarked, low Russian gas
cannot be undercut, which makes it difficult
for other suppliers, such as Eastern Mediterranean countries, to compete and for importers to diversify their energy supply
away from Russian gas. It is important to
remark that these low prices are not created through superior technology or naturally
favorable conditions – instead subsidies are
used by the Russian government in order to
keep prices artificially low and defend its
market shares. Russia has furthermore
managed to secure its position in the energy markets by occupying certain export
routes before the EU – slowed down by a
perceived lack of political will and decisiveness – made a move. To overcome these
challenges, a stronger political and commercial leadership is needed from the EU
and the East Mediterranean countries in order to better adapt to rapidly changing conditions of energy markets.
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with particularly low Russian gas prices.
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challenges and potentials revolve around
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tion at all levels, the level of competitive-
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ness and innovation in the region and the
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the West. One of the central issues related
to energy in the Eastern Mediterranean is
the question of export options. There are
several options for export that can be seen
as competitive or supplementary: pipelines,
LNG, electricity and CNG.
The final decision on preferable export options (or a combination of them) relates to a
number of uncertainties: political, economic, technical, environmental, and others.
Decision-making in this context involves the
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